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Unit 1. Engineering 
 
1. Match the expressions on the left with the correct definitions on 

the right. 
 

1. Civil engineering  
 

a) It uses the knowledge from geology, material science, 
mechanics, and hydraulics 

2. Environmental engineering  
 

b) It designs, constructs, and maintains transportation 
infrastructure (streets, highways, rail systems, airports, 
ports and mass transit) 

3. Geotechnical engineering  c) It concerns the collection, and the management of water 
4. Structural engineering  
 

d) A process when a surveyor measures certain 
dimensions occurring on the Earth surface 

5. Transportation engineering  
 

e) It deals with the design, construction, and maintenance 
of the physical and naturally built environment 

6. Municipal engineering  f) It manages coastal areas 
7. Material engineering  
 

g) It concerns the planning, and the execution of the 
designs from transportation, site development, hydraulic, 
environmental, structural, and geotechnical engineers 

8. Coastal engineering  h) It focuses on municipal infrastructure  
9. Construction engineering  i) It treats chemical, biological and thermal waste 
10. Surveying  
 

j) It deals with structural design, and structural analysis of 
buildings (bridges, towers, tunnels)  

 

Civil engineering 

In modern usage, civil engineering is a broad field of engineering that 
deals with the planning, construction, and maintenance of fixed structures, or 
public works, as they are related to earth, water, or civilization and their 
processes. Most civil engineering today deals with power plants, bridges, roads, 
railways, structures, water supply, irrigation, environment, sewer, flood control, 
transportation and traffic. In essence, civil engineering may be regarded as the 
profession that makes the world a more agreeable place in which to live. 

Engineering has developed from observations of the ways natural and 
constructed systems react and from the development of empirical equations that 
provide bases for design. Civil engineering is the broadest of the engineering 
fields, partly because it is the oldest of all engineering fields. In fact, engineering 
was once divided into only two fields – military and civil. Civil engineering is 
still an umbrella term, comprised of many related specialties. 

 
2. Find the following words and word combinations in the text:  
гражданское строительство, стационарные сооружения, обще-

ственные сооружения, инженерное искусство (зд. строительство), во-
доснабжение, инфраструктура, мелиорация, канализация, регулирова-
ние паводкового стока, обобщающий термин. 
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3. Give Russian equivalents of the following:  
to deal (with), a broad field, a modern usage, a construction, a power 

plant, may be regarded, maintenance, transportation and traffic, related 
specialties.  

 
4. Say whether these statements are true or false. 
1. Civil engineering deals with construction only. 
2. Construction of fixed structures or public works is a part of a broad 

field of engineering. 
3. Civil engineering makes the world a more attractive place to live in. 
4. Civil engineering is a new field of engineering. 
5. Civil engineering is only a small part of all engineering fields. 
6. Engineering was once divided into only two fields. 
7. Observations of the ways natural and constructed systems react gave 

development to the engineering. 
 
5. Continue the sentences. 
1. Civil engineering is a broad field of engineering that deals with …: 

a) the planning of fixed structures only; 
b) the maintenance of military structures; 
c) the construction and maintenance of fixed structures or public 

works. 
2. Civil engineering makes the world …: 

a) more irritable; 
b) a more agreeable place for being lonely; 
c) more attractive for living. 

3. Civil engineering is the broadest of the engineering fields, …: 
a) partly because it is a very progressive field of engineering; 
b) partly because it is a very ancient field of engineering; 
c) partly because it is a very new field of engineering. 

 
6. Complete the table and finish the sentences using the words. 

Noun Verb Adjective 
– – constructive 

agreement – – 
– – developed 
– observe – 
– – maintaining 

transportation – – 
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1. Civil engineering makes the world a more … place in which to live. 
2. Civil engineering is a broad field of engineering that deals with the … 

of fixed structures, or public works. 
3. Engineering has developed from … of the ways natural and constructed 

systems react. 
4. The … of empirical equations provide bases for design. 
5. One of the tasks of civil engineering is to … public works. 
6. Civil engineering deals with railways, water supply, sewer, … and 

traffic. 
 
7. Answer the questions. 
1. What does civil engineering deal with? 
2. What are fixed structures and public works related to? 
3. Are bridges, roads, railways a part of structures that engineering deals 

with? 
4. How may civil engineering be regarded? 
5. What has engineering developed from? 
6. What provides bases for design? 
7. Is civil engineering the oldest or the newest of all engineering fields? 
8. In how many fields was engineering once divided? 
9. What is civil engineering comprised of? 

 
 

Unit 2. Modern highways 
 
Modem highways are complex engineering structures. The calculations 

providing the basis for the design of individual road elements are often as 
complicated as the calculations for machine components, bridges and the 
structural details of public and industrial buildings. 

Modern highways are intended for high-speed motor traffic. Therefore, 
they must be designed and constructed in such a way that the performance 
characteristics of vehicles may be effectively realized. The road pavement 
must provide good riding qualities and be capable of withstanding the 
dynamic loads by traffic. 

Pavements and road sub-grades are subject to the influence of many 
natural factors, e.g., heating by the sun, freezing and thawing, moistening by 
rain, etc. These factors have to be taken into account by the road designer and 
constructor. 

Roads are built in the most varied natural conditions. And in all these 
diverse and complex conditions the road engineer has to be able to find the 
correct engineering and economic solutions. Because of this, when solving 
problems related to road construction, he has to make use of such fields as 
geology, climatology, soil physics and mechanics, surveying, hydraulics, etc. 
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1. Find the following words and word combinations in the text:  
автострада/шоссе, проектировать, высокоскоростной, покрытие, 

транспортное средство, эксплуатационные качества, грунтовое осно-
вание, природные факторы. 

 
2. Give Russian equivalents to the following:  
complex engineering structures, a bridge, calculations, to be intended for, 

performance characteristics, motor traffic, to withstand, find a solution. 
 
3. Group the words according to similar meaning:  
complex, highway, traffic, machine, designer, motor, vehicle, transport, 

constructor, complicated, road, engine, motorway. 
 
4. Say whether these statements are true or false. 
1. It is easier to design a road element than a machine component. 
2. Modern highways are intended for high-speed vehicles. 
3. The purpose of any highway is to let vehicles realize their performance 

characteristics. 
4. Highways must be able to withstand dynamic loads by pedestrians. 
5. Sub-grades are not subject to heating by sun and freezing. 
6. Road construction has nothing to do with soil physics and surveying.  
 
5. Continue the sentences. 
1. The calculations for designing road elements are…: 

a) … as complicated as the calculations for designing bridges; 
b) … provide basis for designing machine components; 
c) … are not very complex. 

2. Roads must be designed and constructed in such a way that …: 
a) … vehicles can realize their good riding quality; 
b) … pavement shouldn’t withstand dynamic loads; 
c) … vehicles may realize their performance characteristics 

effectively. 
3. In diverse and complex conditions the road engineer has to be able to …: 

a) … avoid natural factors; 
b) … design a road considering the influence of natural factors; 
c) … find an incorrect engineering solution. 
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6. Complete the table and finish the sentences below.  

Noun Verb Adjective 
calculation – – 

– – riding 
– intend – 
– characterize – 

pavement – – 
 

1. If your … is to design a road element, you have to consider a lot of 
natural factors. 

2. Any road … should be able to withstand dynamic loads. 
3. … qualities of this road are very poor.  
4. Performance … of heavy lorries determined the type of pavement we 

used.  
5. Before designing a road we should … the expenses and find the best 

economic solution. 
 

7. Answer the questions. 
1. A modern highway is a complex structure, isn’t it? 
2. Is it easier to design a road or a machine? Why? 
3. What are modern highways intended for? 
4. Does the construction of a road depend on the performance 

characteristics of vehicles? 
5. What must any road pavement withstand? 
6. What are pavements and road sub-grades subject to? 
7. How can an engineer find the correct engineering and economic 

solution for designing a road? 
 
 
Unit 3. Origin of roads 
 
Road engineering is one of the earliest arts known to mankind. The 

development of industry and the improvement of the means of transport have 
led to the improvement of road building and of methods of road construction. 

Road making originated in the period of early human settlements. 
People would choose the most convenient and the shortest ways to approach 
their hunting and fishing grounds, gradually making footpaths.  

About 4500 BC the introduction of the wheel constituted a major 
technical achievement and greatly accelerated the developments of road 
construction. 
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Road construction received a substantial impetus in the ancient world, 
in Assyria, Babylon and Roman Empire. Road building was maintained 
because of the continuous warfare with neighboring states, which required 
roads to link the center of the country with its borders.  
 

1. Find the following words and word combinations in the text:  
человечество, улучшение, поселение, колесо, толчок, достижение, 

ускорить, представлять собой/являться, граница.  
 
2. Give Russian equivalents to the following:  
means of transport, road construction, to originate, to approach, 

footpath, development, introduction, substantial, ancient world, continuous 
warfare, to maintain.  

 
3. Say whether these statements are true or false. 
1. The development of human civilization led to the development of road 

building. 
2. In the period of the first settlements there was a network of roads. 
3. First roads were footpaths. 
4. About 4500 BC the first vehicle was invented. 
5. Wars between ancient world countries accelerated road building. 
 
4. Continue the sentences. 
1. The development of industry and means of transport …: 

a) … accelerated the development of road building; 
b) … gave impetus to introduction of a wheel; 
c) … was the reason for continuous warfare between ancient world 

countries. 
2. People would choose …: 

a) … means of transport to approach their hunting and fishing 
grounds; 

b) … wheels to approach their hunting and fishing grounds; 
c) … the most convenient ways to approach their hunting and 

fishing grounds. 
3. In the ancient world road building was maintained because …: 

a) … it received a substantial impetus after introduction of a wheel; 
b) … roads connected the centers of the countries with the boarders; 
c) … there was a need for footpaths between settlements. 
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5. Complete the table and use it to translate the sentences below. 

Noun Verb Adjective 
origin – – 

– – improving 
– continue – 

settlement – – 
– introduce – 

 

1. Первые дороги появлялись там, где селились люди.  
2. Появление колеса ускорило процесс развития дорожного строи-

тельства. 
3. Дорожное строительство продолжало развиваться благодаря не-

прерывным войнам между древними странами. 
4. Современные транспортные средства требуют улучшения методов 

дорожного строительства. 
 
6. Answer the questions. 
1. Road construction is one of the earliest sciences known to mankind, 

isn’t it? 
2. What led to the origin of the roads? 
3. Where did the first footpaths appear? 
4. What gave impetus to development of road engineering around  

4500 BC? 
5. Was road building maintained in the ancient world? Why? 
6. Why are modern roads still being improved? 
 
 
Unit 4. First road construction materials 
 
In the ancient civilizations artificially paved surfacing were used mainly 

for town streets and approaches to temples. Baked bricks were used 
extensively for paving in Assyria and Babylon, as well as mastic asphalt - a 
mixture of natural bitumen, clay, sand and gravel. Limestone slabs were also 
used for street pavement. 

The major Roman roads were of solid stone construction incorporating 
up to 10–15 thousand m3 of stone per kilometer. Materials used in the 
construction of Roman roads were gravel, cobblestone and hewn stone in the 
form of slabs. Romans used concrete extensively for constructional purposes, 
using mixture of lime, loose volcanic rock (pozzuolana) and sand. 
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1. Match the following English words with their Russian 
equivalents. 

  
1. artificial a) сыпучая вулканическая порода  
2. temple b) цельный камень 
3. backed brick c) бетон 
4. paving d) плита из известняка 
5. lime e) булыжник 
6. mastic asphalt f) асфальтовая мастика 
7. clay g) покрытие 
8. sand h) храм 
9. gravel i) дробленный камень 
10. limestone slab j) искусственный 
11. solid stone k) гравий 
12. cobblestone l) известь 
13. hewn stone m) глина 
14. concrete n) песок 
15. loose volcanic rock  o) забуточный кирпич 

 

2. Use the words from task 1 to fill in the gaps in the following 
sentences:. 

1. In the ancient world … pavement was used to build streets in towns. 
2. Approaches to … were never made of …  and … .   
3. … is a combination of natural bitumen, clay, sand and gravel. 
4. Limestone … and … bricks were used for … in Assyria and Babylon. 
5. The Romans used slabs made of … stone, gravel and … . 
 
3. Say whether these statements are true or false. 
1. In the ancient civilizations solid stone was used for approaches to 

temples. 
2. In Babylon Backed bricks were used for building bridges. 
3. Bitumen, clay, sand and gravel constitute concrete mixture. 
4. Materials used in the construction of Roman roads were cobblestone 

slabs.  
5. Concrete in the Roman times was a mixture of lime, hewn stone and 

sand. 
 
4. Answer the questions. 
1. What is artificial paving? Was it used for roads outside towns? 
2. What were the main paving materials in Assyria and Babylon? 
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3. Were the major Roman road constructed with the use of solid stone or 
slabs? 

4. What were the main components of concrete in the Roman Empire? 
 
 
Unit 5. Road engineering development 
 
The period of the early 20th century was marked by the quick growth of 

automobile transport and an increase in the speed and carrying capacity of the 
automobiles. It became obvious that intensive automobile traffic and horse 
traffic could not be combined on mixed-purpose roads.  

Mixed-purpose roads were still constructed on secondary routes, while 
highways, intended exclusively for high-speed automobile traffic, were built 
on major routes. In the mid 20th century they were turned into expressways. 
Expressways are roads intended for the transportation of passengers and goods 
over long distances by motor vehicles. 

On the modern expressways the high speed of traffic makes it important 
that the two opposing streams of vehicles should be physically separated. 
Therefore, expressways are built with dual carriageways, each of which 
should have a minimum width of two traffic lanes. On expressways there are 
no level crossings, no traffic lights and no signals requiring the vehicles to 
stop. The entry to expressways is possible only by special approach roads. 

 
1. Find the following words and word combinations in the text:  
грузоподъемность, дороги общего назначения, маршрут, второ-

степенный, автострада, поток, очевидный, проезжая часть, полоса 
движения, светофор, ж/д переезд, подъездная дорога, въезд.  

 
2. Give Russian equivalents to the following verbs:  
to mark, to combine, to transport, to separate, to require. 
 
3. Say whether these statements are true or false. 
1. Before 1900s speed and carrying capacity of automobile transport was 

low. 
2. In the early 20th century mixed-purpose roads were no longer built. 
3. Expressways are roads intended for horse traffic. 
4. On the modern expressways it is important that the two traffic lanes are 

physically separated. 
5. On approach roads there are signs that require a vehicle to stop. 
 
4. Continue the sentences. 
1. In the early 20th century it became obvious that …: 

a) … automobile traffic and horse traffic could use the same roads; 
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b) … mixed-purpose roads should be used for major routes; 
c) … automobile traffic has become too intensive for mixed-

purpose roads. 
2. Mixed-purpose roads were constructed on secondary routes, while …:  

a) … highways were intended exclusively for major routes; 
b) … highways were intended exclusively for horse traffic only; 
c) … intensive automobile traffic was using approach roads. 

3. Expressways are built with dual carriageways, and …: 
a) … each of them should have a traffic light; 
b) … each of them should have two traffic lanes; 
c) … they shouldn’t be separated from each other physically. 

 
5. Complete the table and finish the sentences using the words from 

the table. 
 

Noun Verb Adjective 
– increase – 
– – requiring 
– transport – 

combination – – 
 

1. Expressways are used for … of passengers and goods over long 
distances. 

2. … in speed of vehicles led to building of highways and expressways. 
3. Expressways don’t … automobiles to stop. 
4. Mixed-purpose roads could no longer … automobile traffic and horse 

traffic. 
5. An approach road might have a traffic light … you stop before 

entering the expressway. 
 
6. Answer the questions. 
1. What were the reasons for development of road engineering in the 

early 20th century? 
2. What is a mixed-purpose road? 
3. Highways were intended for secondary routes, weren’t they? 
4. How would you define an expressway? 
5. Why should two carriageways be physically separated? 
6. Are there level crossings and traffic lights on expressways? Why? 
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Unit 6. Soils 
 
Before planning a road, preliminary surveys must be carried out. The 

surveys determine the precise line of the road, quantity of earth to be moved, 
and amount of surfacing material to be needed. A second purpose of the 
surveys is to take samples of different soils at different depths in order to 
decide whether they must be replaced. It is important, since various types of 
soil have different properties. 

Failures in road surfaces happen due to improper compaction of the sub-
grade. Sub-grade is the soil on which the surface of the road is laid. Certain 
soils, such as clay or peat, are unstable. It is sometimes possible to stabilize 
some soils with cement. But in most cases it will be necessary to excavate the 
soil to a considerable depth and to replace it by a suitable granular soil. The 
most stable sub-grade soils are gravel or sand. They are compactable and easy 
to drain. It is often unnecessary to excavate these soils to a depth of more than 
three or four inches. To assist the stability of a soil adequate drainage is 
necessary, although in the case of heavy clays no form of drainage is very 
effective. 

 
1. Make word combinations and translate them. 

1. to carry out  a) a line 
2. to determine  b) material 
3. to move c) to a depth 
4. to take  d) surface 
5. to excavate  e) a survey 
6. surfacing  f) clays 
7. road  g) soil 
8. sub-grade  h) samples 
9. unstable  i) compaction 
10. adequate j) earth 
11. heavy  k) drainage  

 

2. Fill in the gaps using the words from the box: 

precise assist replaced failure excavate considerable compaction 
preliminary properties purposes 

 
1. … surveys are carried out before planning a road. 
2. One of the … of the surveys is to determine the … line of the future 

road. 
3. Soil samples help to determine the …of a soil. 
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4. To take a proper soil sample you have to … earth to different depths. 
5. If … of soil is not possible, the soil should be … . 
6. To … the stability of a soil … drainage is necessary. 
7. If the sub-grade of the road is unstable, … in road surfaces occur. 
 
3. Say whether these statements are true or false. 
1. Preliminary surveys determine the amount of earth needed to be 

moved. 
2. The purpose of a survey is to determine the properties of soils. 
3. Compaction of subgrade is an important part of road building process.  
4. Clay and peat are stable soils.  
5. Unstable soils need to be replaced with granular soils.  
6. Drainage assists the stability of soils. 
 
4. Answer the questions. 
1. What are the main purposes of preliminary surveys? 
2. Why should soil samples be taken at different depths? 
3. What is a sub-grade? 
4. Proper compaction of the sub-grade is important, isn’t it? Why? 
5. What can be done if soil is unstable? 
6. What is drainage and why is it important? 
 
 
Unit 7. Road foundations 
 
Road foundation begins with mechanical excavation. It is carried out by 

such machines as shovels and drag-line excavators. An engineer decides how 
deep a cut is required. After the soil has been excavated to the appropriate 
depth, the cut is filled. Then it is compacted by a roller until it is firm. 
Following this, it is common to lay a sub-base over the sub-grade soil in order 
to strengthen it. The sub-base is normally composed of granular material with 
good drainage characteristics. Sub-base varies in thickness according to the 
nature of the sub-grade, and to the thickness of concrete to be laid above it. 

It is essential to compact sub-grade to a uniform density, since the density 
of soil is closely related to its bearing capacity. The compacted soil is then 
covered either with a sealing coat or tar, or with rolls of waterproof paper. The 
objective of this cover is to prevent liquid cement from seeping into the sub-base, 
thus weakening it by increasing the moisture content of the base. 

 
1. Find the following verbs in the text:  
выкапывать, выполнять, уплотнять, заполнять, укладывать, со-

стоять из, усиливать, варьироваться, предотвратить, просачиваться, 
ослаблять, увеличивать. 
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2. Give Russian equivalents to the following:  
road foundation, mechanical excavation, appropriate depth, to compact 

soil, a sub-base, granular material, drainage characteristics, thickness of 
concrete, uniform density, bearing capacity, sealing coat, waterproof paper. 

 
3. Fill in the gaps using the words from the box: 

strengthens, carry out, filled, granular material, uniform density, sub-base, 
drainage characteristics, sealing coat, waterproof paper, prevents, 
increases, compacted, bearing capacity appropriate depth, 

 
1. Shovels and drag-lines … … mechanical excavation. 
2. The … … for excavation is decided by the engineer. 
3. After the excavation, the cut is … and the soil is … . 
4. A … laid over a sub-grade soil … the sub-grade.  
5. Sub-base is composed of … … with good … … . 
6. When the soil is compacted to … … it is covered with … or … .  
7. The tar cover … the sub-base from weakening and … its … … . 
 
4. Say whether these statements are true or false. 
1. Road foundation starts with compacting soil.  
2. Rollers are used to excavate soil to the appropriate depth. 
3. Sub-grade is laid over sub-base. 
4. Choice of a sub-base material depends on the thickness of concrete. 
5. Between a sub-base and concrete there is a waterproof layer. 
 
5. Answer the questions. 
1. What does road foundation begin with? 
2. What is the function of a sub-base? 
3. What does the thickness of a sub-base depend on? 
4. Why is it important to compact soil to uniform density? 
5. How can seeping cement weaken a sub-base? 
 
6. Look at the picture and describe the process of making road 

foundation. 
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Unit 8. Road surfaces 
 
Flexible and rigid pavements are the two basic types of road surfaces. 

Flexible pavement is almost always asphalt while rigid pavement is concrete. 
The basic design of rigid pavement is very simple. A surface layer, made up of 
slabs of Portland cement concrete (PCC), sits on top of a number of sub-layers.  

The difference between these two types mostly comes down to 
deformation. Flexible pavement allows for significant deformation under heavy 
loads. This means the road will bend when placed under stress. Rigid pavement 
will remain fixed when placed under stress and will crack when the stress 
exceeds its tolerances.  

The third type, continuously reinforced concrete, contains a high quantity 
of steel reinforcement. Steel reinforcement prevents structural problems within 
the slab. 
 

1. Match the words from the text with their Russian equivalents. 

1. road surface a) бетон 
2. flexible pavement b) давление 
3. rigid pavement c) неизменный 
4. concrete d) подслой 
5. continuously reinforced concrete e) гнуться 
6. reinforcement f) плита 
7. deformation g) нежесткое покрытие 
8. load h) трескаться 
9. stress i) превышать 
10. fixed j) деформация/искажение 
11. tolerance k) жесткое покрытие 
12. slab l) железобетон с непрерывным армированием 
13. sub-layer m) арматура 
14. to bend n) дорожное покрытие 
15. to exceed o) нагрузка 
16. to crack p) допустимая нагрузка 

 

2. Use the words from the table above to complete the sentences. 
1. Concrete roads are called … while asphalt-covered roads are … . 
2. Flexible pavement can subject to … . 
3. Rigid pavement will not … under … .  
4. Flexible pavements have low … …, so they … under stress. 
5. Continuously reinforced concrete contains … … within a … . 
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3. Say whether these statements are true or false. 
1. Continuously reinforced concrete is a basic type of road surfaces. 
2. Flexible pavements are made of concrete. 
3. Rigid pavements crack and bend under stress.  
4. Deformation is the main disadvantage of continuously reinforced 

concrete. 
5. Flexible pavements remain fixed when placed under stress. 
6. Rigid pavement is made of a concrete slab and sub-layers. 
 
4. Answer the questions. 
1. How many types of road surfaces are there? What are they? 
2. Which type is the strongest and which is the weakest?  
3. What defines the difference between the types? 
4. Which pavement will stay fixed under heavy load? 
5. Why are continuously reinforced concrete slabs never subject to 

structural problems? 
 
 

Unit 9. Concrete 
 
The most common form of concrete consists of Portland cement, 

construction aggregate (generally gravel and sand) and water. 
Concrete does not solidify from drying after mixing and placement; the 

water reacts with the cement in a chemical process known as hydration. This 
water is absorbed by cement, which hardens, gluing the other components 
together and eventually creating a stone-like material. When used in the generic 
sense, this is the material referred to by the term concrete. 

Concrete is used more than any other man-made material on the planet. It 
is used to make pavements, building structures, foundations, motorways/roads, 
overpasses, parking structures, brick/block walls and bases for gates, fences and 
poles. 

As of 2005, about six billion cubic meters of concrete are made each year, 
amounting to the equivalent of one cubic meter for every person on Earth. 
Concrete powers a US$35 billion industry which employs over two million 
workers in the United States alone. Over 55,000 miles of freeways and highways 
in America are made of this material. China currently consumes 40% of world 
cement production. 
 

1. Find the following words and word combinations in the text:  
строительный заполнитель, пескогравий, смешивание и укладка, из-

вестный как, склеивать/соединять, материал, похожий на камень, общий 
смысл, искусственный материал, паркинговые сооружения, кирпичные 
стены.  
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2. Give Russian equivalents to the following:  
common form, Portland cement, solidify, chemical process, hydration, 

harden, pavement, overpass, pole, amount to, employ, freeways and highways.  
 
3. Say whether these statements are true or false. 
1. Concrete consists of Portland cement, gravel and sand. 
2. Concrete hardens after mixing and placement. 
3. Concrete isn’t used more than any other natural material on the planet. 
4. We use concrete to make cars and heavy trucks. 
5. Concrete wasn’t used till the year 2005. 
6. Since 2005 the production of concrete has increased greatly. 
7. Very few workers in the United States deal with concrete production. 
8. They do not use concrete in making highways in the United States. 
9. China consumes only a small part of world cement production. 
 
4. Continue the sentences. 
1. The most common form of concrete consists of …: 

a) … construction aggregate and Portland cement; 
b) … gravel, sand and water; 
c) … construction aggregate, Portland cement and water. 

2. Concrete hardens …: 
a) … from drying after mixing and placement; 
b) … after water reacts with cement; 
c) … after mixing and drying. 

3. Concrete is used more than any other …: 
a) … artificial material; 
b) … natural material; 
c) … existing material. 

4. A great deal of concrete is made each year, amounting …: 
a) … to one cubic meter for every person on Earth; 
b) … six billion cubic meters4 
c) … to USD 35 billion industry. 
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5. Complete the table and finish the sentences using the words from 
the table. 

 
Noun Verb Adjective 

– place – 
reaction – – 

– – absorbed 
– park – 

consumer – – 
– – employed 

hardener – – 
 

1. In the process of concrete production the water is … by cement, which 
hardens, creating a stone-like material. 

2. Concrete is used to make foundations, brick walls, building and … 
structures, pavements and things like that. 

3. Concrete production industry … over two million workers in the 
United States alone. 

4. Concrete does not solidify from drying after mixing and … . 
5. China currently … 40 % of world cement production. 
6. The water … with the cement in chemical process known as hydration. 
7. After the water is absorbed by cement, the aggregate usually … . 
 
6. Answer the questions. 
1. What does the most common form of concrete consist of? 
2. When does concrete harden? 
3. How is this process called? 
4. What is concrete used for? 
5. Is concrete a popular material? 
6. How much concrete is made each year? 
7. How many people does concrete production employ in the United 

States? 
8. How many miles of highways are made of concrete in America? 
9. Who is the largest consumer of world cement production? 
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Unit 10. Suspension bridges 
 
A suspension bridge is a type of bridge which is built by suspending the 

roadway from cables attached to a master cable which runs above the length of 
the bridge. In addition to being strong and lightweight, these types of bridges are 
also beautiful (e. g. San Francisco's iconic Golden Gate Bridge). The world's 
longest suspension bridge as of 2007 was the Akashi Kaiyo Bridge in Japan with 
a total length of the span of about 4 km. 

A suspension bridge starts with building the towers. If possible, the 
towers are located on dry land and anchored to bedrock.  Once the towers are 
built and anchored, the master cables are strung across them. The cables are 
normally made continuous through top towers, down through side towers and 
then anchored to points on dry land. Next, suspension cables are strung from 
the master cables, and then the deck is attached to them. 

 
1. Match the words from the text with their Russian equivalents. 

1. suspension bridge трос, канат 
2. span материковая порода 
3. deck прикреплять 
4. cable магистральный кабель 
5. tower проходить вдоль 
6. master cable палуба, настил 
7. suspension cable расстояние, пролет 
8.bedrock закреплять 
9.to run натягивать, нанизывать, вешать 
10.to string подвесной мост 
11.to anchor башня 
12. to attach несущий трос 

 

2. Complete the definitions using the words from the table above. 
1. ___ is the roadway of a bridge. 
2. ___ is a tall, narrow building or structure that provides support. 
3. ___ is the solid rock that lies under the surface of the ground. 
4. ___ is a wire or wire rope by which force is exerted to control or 

operate a mechanism. 
5. ___ is a bridge that has its roadway suspended from two or more 

cables usually passing over towers and securely anchored at the ends. 
6. ___ is the spread or extent between supports.  
7. ___ is a cable attached to the master cable which runs down to the 

deck. 
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3. Look at the diagram of a suspension bridge, name and show its 
elements.  

Do you know other elements of a bridge that are not mentioned in the 
text? 

 

 
 

4. Say whether these statements are true or false. 
1. Suspension bridges are not reliable but beautiful.  
2. A master cable is the main cable that runs above the deck. 
3. All suspension cables are attached to the master cable. 
4. The towers are anchored to the bottom of the river/sea. 
5. The deck is attached to the towers. 
 
5. Answer the questions. 
1. What distinguishes suspension bridges from other types of bridges?  
2. What is the span of the longest suspension bridge? 
3. Do you know any suspension bridges besides Golden Gate Bridge 

and Akashi Kaiyo Bridge? 
4. Does a suspension bridge begin with a tower?  
5. Where are towers anchored? 
6. Suspension cables are strung from the master cables, aren’t they?   
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Additional material 
 

Highway traffic 

Vehicles traveling in same direction constitute a traffic stream. It is 
apparent that the greater the number of vehicles in a stream, the more severe 
will be the requirements to be satisfied by the road. 

A traffic stream usually consists of many types of vehicles, traveling at 
different speeds and carrying various loads. However, in order to determine 
the layout of the road (e.g., the width of the carriageways and the overall 
width of the road) the total number of vehicles on the road (not the loads they 
carry) at a given period is taken as the major design criterion. 

The total number of vehicles passing through any section of a road in a 
unit of time (day, hour) is called the traffic intensity or flow. Traffic flow 
varies along individual road section; it increases in the vicinity of towns and is 
reduced along parts of road at considerable distance from large towns and 
cities. The total traffic intensity in both directions during the peak hour may 
also be taken for purposes of design. 
 

traffic stream – транспортный поток 
severe requirements – жесткие требования 
layout of the road – трасса дороги 
design criterion – расчетный критерий 
unit of time – единица времени 
traffic intensity / flow – интенсивность движения 
peak hour – час-пик  
vicinity – окрестности, район 

to constitute – представлять собой 
to satisfy requirements – удовлетворять требования 
 
1. Answer the questions. 
1. What is a traffic stream? 
2. What do requirements to be satisfied by the road depend on? 
3. Does the layout of the road include the width of the carriageways? 
4. What is the major design criterion in determining the layout of a 

road? 
5. What is traffic intensity? 
6. Does traffic intensity depend on the distance from cities? 
7. Why is traffic in peak hour also considered in determining the layout 

of a road? 
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Properties of concrete 

Concrete is produced by mixing together cement, water, and aggregates. 
This mixture is placed into a suitable mould, compacted, and allowed to 
harden. It can be reinforced with steel rods to improve its structural properties. 

A concrete mix is made up of two parts. First the aggregates (sand and 
stones) and second the eminent paste (that is, water and cement). The cement 
paste covers the surface of the stones and sand particles, binding them 
together when it hardens. This cementing material is formed by the water and 
cement combining together chemically by a process called ‘hydration’. 

When concrete is properly made and has been allowed to harden for a 
sufficient length of time (usually a few days), it can resist compression forces 
very well and can withstand quite severe weather conditions. It can resist 
abrasion and moisture penetration. Concrete is not entirely waterproof. 

From the structural point of view, one of the main disadvantages of 
concrete is its low tensile strength. This may be overcome by reinforcing with 
steel bars.  

Another property of concrete which may be responsible for cracking is 
its expansion and contraction due to heating and cooling. The designer can 
overcome this by including expansion and contraction joints in suitable places, 
so as to allow the concrete to move freely when the temperature changes. 
 

aggregate – заполнитель  
mould – форма  
reinforced – армированный  
steel rod – стальной прут  
property – свойство   
hydration – гидратация    
compression force – сила сжатия   
abrasion – трение  
moisture penetration – проникновение влаги 
tensile strength – прочность на растяжение 
contraction – сжатие  
expansion – растяжение  
joint – шов 
to compact – уплотнять  
to harden – твердеть  
to bind – связывать  
to resist – противостоять  
to overcome – преодолеть 
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1. Use these words from the box to complete the following sentences:  

adaptable, binds, bond, expands, hardening, hydration, increases, steel, 
stronger, tensile 

 

1. Cement paste … together the aggregates in concrete. 
2. The chemical reaction set up between water and cement is called ... . 
3. Concrete is subject to the process of age ... . 
4. Concrete can be used for a great variety of purposes. It is an ... 

material. 
5. The ... cement, the more expansive it is. 
6. The ... strength of concrete is low. 
7. Reinforcing concrete with steel bars ... its tensile strength. 
8. ... expands at the same rate as concrete when the temperature rises. 
9. Oil on the surface of steel reinforcing bars will reduce ... strength. 
 
2. Answer these questions. 
1. What materials are combined to make concrete? 
2. How can structural properties of concrete be improved? 
3. How are stones and sand particles bound together in concrete? 
4. What process is called ‘hydration’? 
5. Is concrete waterproof? 
6. What are the main positive properties of concrete? 
7. What are the drawbacks of concrete? How can they be overcome? 

 
Reinforced concrete 

Mild steel has a high tensile strength, this being about 200 times that of 
concrete. It can be embedded in concrete so as to carry out tensile stress which 
may occur, such as in beams and slabs which are subjected to bending. If a 
number of steel rods were embedded in the concrete near the bottom of the 
beam, the beam would be able to carry a much greater load before breaking, as 
the steel rods would have to be broken before the beam could collapse. 

There are three main types of steel used in concrete. The commonest 
type consists of ordinary mild-steel bars which vary in diameter. Bars greater 
than 1inch in diameter are only used in large-scale construction work. 

High-tensile wires and alloy-steel bars, used entirely for pre-stressed 
concrete, have much higher strengths than the steels used for ordinary 
reinforced concrete. The allowable stresses used for these high-tensile wires 
may be up to about eight times that for mild steel and the stress for the high-
tensile alloy basis about four and a half times the mild-steel stress. 

The type of steel used for ordinary reinforced concrete is less ductile 
than mild steel and is more difficult to bend, but it is generally quite suitable 
for bending into the shapes normally required. 
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mild steel – малоуглеродистая сталь 
to embed in – вмонтировать, встраивать 
ductile – ковкий 
beam – балка 
alloy-steel – легированная сталь 
pre-stressed concrete – предварительно-напряженный бетон 
to bend – гнуть 
to subjected to – подвергаться 
to collapse -– разрушаться 
 
1. Answer the questions. 
1. Mild steel has a higher tensile strength, than concrete, doesn’t it? 
2. What is the function of a steel rod embedded in concrete? 
3. Can a concrete slab collapse if it is reinforced?  
4. What is the most popular type of steel used for reinforcement? 
5. Are bars greater than 1inch in diameter common in construction 

work? 
6. Do alloy-steel bars have much higher strengths than mild steel bars? 
7. Are alloy-steel bars ductile enough to be given a certain shape? 
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